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Variant I 

 
I. Answer the questions below. 
1. What should you write in the “Education” section in a CV? 
2. What is a cover(ing) letter? What is its purpose? 
3. What skills have you developed at university? 

II. A) Read the following job advertisements and do the task below: 
1. Needed: Full time secretary position available. Applicants should have at least 2 

years experience and be able to type 60 words a minute. No computer skills required. 
Apply in person at United Business Ltd., 17 Browning Street. 

2. Are you looking for a part time job? We require 3 part time shop assistants to 
work during the evening. No experience required, applicants should between 18 and 26. 
Call 366 - 76564 for more information. 

3. Computer trained secretaries: Do you have experience working with computers? 
Would you like a full time position working in an exciting new company? If your answer 
is yes, give us a call at 565-987-7832. 

4. Teacher Needed: Tommy’s Kindergarten needs 2 teacher/trainers to help with 
classes from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Applicants should have appropriate licenses. For more 
information visit Tommy's Kindergarten in Leicester Square No. 56. 

5. Part Time work available: We are looking for retired adults who would like to work 
part time at the weekend. Responsibilities include answering the telephone and giving 
customer's information. For more information contact us by calling 897-980-7654. 

6. University positions open: The University of Cumberland is looking for 4 
teaching assistants to help with homework correction. Applicants should have a degree in 
one of the following: Political Science, Religion, Economics or History. Please contact 
the University of Cumberland for more information. 
Comprehension Questions: Which position is best for these people? Choose ONLY 
ONE position for each person.  
a) Jane Madison. Jane recently retired and is looking for a part time position. She would 
like to work with people and enjoys public relation work. 

The best job for Jane is _________________________. 
b) Jack Anderson. Jack graduated from the University of Trent with a degree in 
Economics two years ago. He would like an academic position. 

The best job for Jack is _________________________. 
c) Margaret Lillian. Margaret is 21 years old and would like a part time position to help 
her pay her university expenses. She can only work in the evenings. 

The best job for Margaret is _________________________. 



d) Alice Fingelhamm. Alice was trained as a secretary and has six years of experience. 
She is an excellent typist but does not know how to use a computer. She is looking for a 
full time position. 

The best job for Alice is _________________________. 
e) Peter Florian. Peter went to business school and studied computer and secretarial 
skills. He is looking for his first job and would like a full time position. 

The best job for Peter is _________________________. 
f) Vincent san George. Vincent loves working with children and has an education license 
from the city of Birmingham. He would like to work with young children. 

The best job for Vincent is _________________________. 
 
III. A) Fill in the gaps in the text with the appropriate phrase from the box. 
1. I am confident that I would be an excellent candidate for      5.  Please find attached a copy 
2. I am available to do an interview                                          6.I have extensive experience of working  
3. Thank you for your time and consideration.  7.I am a highly motivated, diligent and committed individual 
4. I am writing in response to the advertisement for                   8. I can be reached on 
 
Dear Sir/Madam,          

____________ the position of a sales executive in the Madrid office of your 
company. ____________ both this position and for working within your company. 

_____________, who throughout my 10 year career in sales has demonstrated the 
ability of being goal-orientated and adaptable. I am able to speak English fluently - I have 
the Cambridge Advanced Certificate and use English on a daily basis in my current 
position. 

______________ as a sales executive for two large multinational companies, 
Almagro Construction and Telefonica. ____________ of my CV which expands on my 
experience and achievements. I would welcome the opportunity to discuss further the 
possibility of working for you. ______________ when it is convenient for you. 

If you have any questions, ____________ either my mobile (003471761231) or by 
email (juan_cruz871@gmail.com). 
Yours faithfully, 
Juan Cruz 

 
B) Indicate the phrase from the box in A having the same meaning as the explanations 
below. 
1. A professional way to say that you have worked in a type of job for a long time 
2. A phrase where you say what your three main abilities are and is used to introduce the 
section about your skills  
3. A phrase that is used to provide the candidate's contact  
4. A phrase which means 'I’m perfect for this job' 
5. A polite phrase that shows your appreciation for the person reading the covering letter  
 
IV. Think of any job vacancy that would interest you and write a cover letter. 


